Breakout Session Ideas for Our Next CCPRC Meeting

Kathryn Tout
Child Trends
It’s Complicated: Understanding Quality Improvement and Children’s Development Across Early Childhood Programs
The Tipping Point: Exploring Issues of Density in QRIS and Professional Development Systems
“High Impact Investments”: What is Working in State PD Systems?
Movin’ on Up: Predictors of QRIS Entry and Movement Patterns

OR

Stalled: Why are Programs Stuck and What Works to Help them Move
Show Me the Money: An In-Depth Analysis of the Costs and Incentives in QRIS
Writing History: Strategies for Tracking Key Events in the Early Care and Education System
Let’s Share
(syntax, surveys, data, etc.)
Reliability, Reliability, Reliability
Ghost Whisperers: Articulating a Conceptual and Measurement Framework for QRIS
Celebrating the Good Work: A Look at Progress on ECE Quality Research